Supplemental Instruction (SI) for EECS 210

Darryl Koch, MEPO/ELRC
koch@umich.edu

Brian Hornbuckle, SI Leader
buckle@umich.edu
What is SI?

master course content while learning other
genral academic skills

test taking, lecture notes, homework,
efficient reading, study habits

make the jump from memorization to a
fundamental understanding

promote high level of mutual interaction
and support

group problem solving, share 'best practices'
GOALS

we’re ALL going to succeed (get A or B)

wrong attitude: "tough it out"
correct attitude: "figure it out"
team atmosphere

EVERYONE is welcome

Intel wants YOU!!!!
SUNDAY - 6:00 TO 7:30PM

"Strategies For SUCCESS"

planning your week
how do you learn best?
test-taking tips

"Letters Letters Letters Letters"

answer (anonymous) questions via email,
at the door, or during session

"TOOLS FOR THIS WEEK"

short lecture, then group work on the math
and physics background material needed to
successfully complete homework
TUESDAY – 5:30 TO 7:00PM

"Let's Compare Notes"

check lecture notes for clarity, correct errors, note main ideas, discuss good organization / note-taking skills

"Letters Letters Letters"

answer (anonymous) questions via email, at the door, or during session

"What You Need To Know"

short lecture, then group work on fundamental course concepts and problem solving skills